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28
Background:
29 Nanopore sequencing is a third generation genomic sequencing method that offers real time 30 sequencing of DNA samples. Nanopore sequencing is an excellent tool for teaching because it 31 involves cutting-edge sequencing methods and also helps students to develop a research mindset, 32 where students can learn to identify and resolve problems that arise during an experiment.
33
Results: 34 We, as a group of undergraduate biology students, were able to use nanopore sequencing to 35 analyze a sample of pupfish DNA. We were able to accomplish this without computer science 36 backgrounds and only some basic DNA extraction training. Although there were issues, such as 37 inconsistent results across runs, we found it useful as a research learning experience and an 38 application of the skills we learned.
39
Conclusions:
40
As students, it was exciting to be able to experience this technology first hand and apply what we 41 learned in the classroom. Nanopore sequencing holds potential for DNA sequencing of large 42 fragments in real time. It allows students to be acquainted with novel technologies and the
Introduction 51 52
When I first decided to take a seafood mislabeling class I didn't expect to be able to test We are currently approaching the third generation of genomic sequencing which builds 72 further upon the advancements of second generation sequencing. Third generation sequencing 73 addresses the main weakness of second generation sequencing because many platforms can 74 produce reads over 10 kb to even 100 kb or more (Lee 2016 to pass through one at a time. These nanopores are embedded into a sheet that has a current 93 applied through it. The current is extremely sensitive to the molecules that pass through it as 94 each nucleotide creates a unique change in the resistance of the nanopore which allows 95 individual nucleotides to be identified individually as they pass through (Deamer 2016 
Results
133
We found that it was entirely possible for undergraduate biology students to run nanopore 134 sequencing. From our successful run we generated a massive amount of raw DNA sequences 135 ranging from smaller segments to our longest read of 170 kb (see Table 1 ).
136
We ran a total of three experiments. We recorded the number of active nanopores before 137 conducting each experiment ( We had difficulties with some of the basics such as opening the files, which are in .fast5 1. Prepare the library in the concentrations as shown in Table 1.   329   330 2. Incubate at 30℃ for one minute then at 75℃ for one minute and spin down in a centrifuge. During the seafood forensics course students were first taught how to use pipettes to transfer 568 small amounts of liquid and how to extract DNA from raw fish samples using Qiagen DNeasy The data generated from Metrichor indicates that all the reads collected from both our 589 control and the first experimental run failed minimum quality filters that indicate how confident 590 the program is in the accuracy of the sequence reads. We attempted to troubleshoot what may 591 have gone wrong. After carefully rereading all the minimum quality requirements for the 592 extracted DNA, we went back and double-checked the quality of the pupfish DNA using Qubit.
593
Here we noticed that we did not dilute the experimental DNA to the proper concentration. After 594 diluting the sample to the proper concentration, we decided to use a fresh flow cell as the drastic 595 decrease in active pores in the previous experimental run indicated less nanopore activity.
596
However, as the control run also failed to meet minimum quality filters, we decided to also 597 increase the attention to detail in preparation of the library for loading into the flow cell. We took 598 extra care with pipetting small amounts of reagents and also used a centrifuge to insure the 599 solution was completely mixed. . This run ended up successful and generated massive amounts 600 of data. Metrichor can track the quality of the reads and record the length of each sequence over 601 time 602 We also needed to use BLAST to identify random sequences we pulled from the folder 
